


1 lorry load of shampoo bars would 
be enough for 800,000 washes but it 
would take 15 lorry loads  of liquid 
shampoo to do the same job!

But it’s not just the actual plastic packaging that we need to think about. 

Compared to bottled liquid products, which are full of  water and are heavy, 
bulky, and inefficient - our naked products are concentrated, weigh less and 
are easy to transport. Just look at the environmental impact of  delivering these 
to shops:

With solid shampoo bars you save on the environmental cost of  producing 
and disposing of  plastic packaging AND reduce the pollution caused by 
transporting heavy and uneconomical packaged goods!

And now we’ve said it, there’s no taking it back! 
there, we’ve said it. 

(unpackaged) 
products.  We 
believe that when it 
comes to reducing 
our impact on 
the environment, 
reducing packaging 
should be high on 
everyone’s list of  
priorities.
Just take a look 
at this: So already that’s 3 less empty bottles to get rid of!

1 Lush Shampoo Bar (       ) lasts as long as… 

3 bottles (       ) of liquid shampoo

At Lush our goal is to make our products as effective, fun and luscious as 
possible, whilst making sure that they are kind to animals and the environment.
That’s why we have always loved to fill our shops with whole ranges of  ‘naked’ 



What motivated these staff members
to get naked for their company?



Personal
Values

Company
Values
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194.  its the best place in the world to work, not the easiest but 
definitely the best. Its an honest company with high ethics and I am 
proud to tell people what I do for a living.

180.  Lush stands for everything I stand for, not many companys does 
that! I can proudly talk about the products and fell god about it! I never 
pretend to like the products, I really dolove them! :)

170.  Because it values what I value and it has a good time doing it.. 
Not only has my awareness of natural ingredients and synthetics 
increased it has changed other aspects of my life and I seem to have 
changed the way I eat shop, buy clothing ect.. Thanks Lush!

189.  it has positive impact on world (directly cosmetic) 
indirect global consciousness. Leading edge in ideas and care 
for the nature and the people







Current business targets only stimulate
a fraction of your people's being

They derive from
a person’s values, 
mental models, 
mind, personality



Huma Resources



ResourcesHuma





THANK GOD IT’s MONDAY !



Give people,
your human resources,

a sense of purpose
that resonates with their Values



Personal
Values

Company
Values



 

"...a global enterprise that allows 
individuals to fulfill their double objective

 

Bahá'í International Community’s Contribution to the 18th Session of the 
United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development - 2010

fully develop their potentialities

and contribute to improving the wider 
community”

Visions and broader Objectives



 

Wikipedia’s 13 million articles are all 
written and maintained by the crowd.



 

Being value-d and respected

The growth of intangible 



Personal
Values

Company
Values

Society
Values

Nothing happens in isolation
It is not “just” about our personal values but their 

interaction with other entities we live with



Personal
Values

Company
Values

Shared Area

Society
Values



Role of trust in business 

http://www.ipsos-mori.com/researchpublications/researcharchive/poll.aspx?

Q Now I will read out a list of different types of people. For each, would you tell me whether you generally trust them to tell the truth or not ?

doctors
teachers judges

clergy/priests
scientists

TV presenters
police

ordinary people
pollsters trade unions

business leaders
gov ministers

journalists
politicians generally

professors



Role of trust in business 

Edelmann Trust Barometer 2010



CSR department /  Marketing 
Separate from rest of enterprise

Personal
Values

Company
Values

Society
Values

Company
Marketing





Raising awareness of values

Making values become protagonists

Is what will make companies successful

BUT

What cannot be measured cannot be managed
and cannot be improved


